
Be prepared to be awestruck by SHORTY  a small , 22 inches 2.2 lbs.
but fierce launcher with colossal capabilities helping golfers to score
big on the par 5! This little guy packs a punch hitting a set up target! 

Plus, with low noise and pressure, the good times won't stop. 

That's where our TentEDGE Canopy Branding comes in to save the day!

We help them stand out like a tiger in a
penguin parade, and before you know it,
they'll be itching to sign on that dotted line.

FOR GOLFERS, IT'S ALL ABOUT THAT SCORECARD

Picture this: 
You tell your golfers that they could potentially get a big fat

zero on a par 5, or at worst a 2, and they practically glow with
excitement. That's the kind of all-in attitude we live for!

AND YOUR SPONSORS WANT TO GET NOTICED IN A BIG WAY TOO, RIGHT?  

Oh, and by the way, TentEDGE is totally
exclusive since it's patented and can't be
found anywhere else.   

Don't let budget concerns rain on your parade! We've got options for every wallet size.

WHY SETTLE FOR A RUN-OF-THE-MILL GOLF EVENT? JOIN FORCES WITH US AND
BECOME THE TALK OF THE GOLFTOWN!

(TM)

Behold the World's Smallest
Golf Ball Launcher!

Score a set for yourself and jazz up any event!

Sure, Shorty on the course is a blast, but imagine doubling the fun
with a pair of dueling Shortys and two golfers launching off
simultaneously!

Since Shorty is so fast we're giving players three shots in one go, all
while turbocharging the game!

Sure, gathering donations and raising funds is a biggie, but no
worries! We've got your back. Your sponsors will be itching to holler,
"Pick me, pick me!" to sponsor Shorty.

Curious to learn more? Reach out to us : events@par4entertainment.com

Those tee signs are so last season, and
nobody's giving them the time of day!


